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Early Age
Children as young 

as four can take 
parkour lessons. 

Picture yourself running along the street.  

When you reach a wall or other obstacle, you go 

over it instead of around it. This idea, that there is 

no obstacle that cannot be overcome, is behind 

parkour. Parkour comes from the French word 

parcours, which means “course.” 

WHAT ISWHAT IS

PARKOUR?PARKOUR?
People who perform parkour  

are called traceurs. 
Traceur is a French 
word that means 
“tracer.” Traceurs 
trace a course 
over obstacles. 
They use running, 
jumping, climbing, 
swinging, vaulting, 

rolling, and many 
other moves. It takes 

discipline, training, 

and courage to excel 

at parkour. Traceurs need 

gymnastic skills, agility,  

and physical strength. 

Beginnings
Parkour started  

in the 1980s.

Top Spots
Paris is considered 

one of the most 
parkour-friendly 

cities in the world.

One variation of parkour  

is freerunning. It uses 

more jumps and twists 

than traditional parkour.

Parkour first gained popularity 

in the United States in the early  

to mid 2000s after appearing 

in films such as the James 

Bond movie Casino Royale.
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Before World War I, Georges Hébert 

developed a new training routine 

for the French army. Instead of regular 

exercises, soldiers completed obstacle 

courses. They had to run, jump, and  

climb to reach the end of each course.  

The French Special Forces made the  

training even more difficult.  

They created a program called 

parcours du combattant, or “path  

of the warrior.”

Raymond Belle was a Special Forces 

fireman who had received this training 

in the 1940s and 1950s. He taught David, 

his son, and David’s friends the moves 

he had learned. They began a group to 

develop their skills and called themselves 

the Yamakasi. The word comes from central 

Africa and loosely means “Strong Man,  

Strong Spirit.” 

The Yamakasi needed no special 

equipment. The obstacles they overcame 

were structures they came across in their 

town, such as buildings, fences, and 

playground equipment. They named  

their new activity parkour.

Georges Hébert was inspired to 

develop his new training routine 

after watching people escape a 

volcanic eruption in 1902.
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2003 2007 2008 2016 2021

A film about the 
Yamakasi is released 
in France, bringing 
attention to parkour.

The World 
Freerunning Parkour 
Federation is formed.

The Red Bull Art of Motion 

Championship is held on 

water for the first time. 

Competitors demonstrate 

their skills on a course made 

using two yachts in a harbor 

in Athens, Greece.

Great Britain’s Channel 4 

produces a documentary, 

Jump London, about 
freerunner Sébastien 
Foucan. It is followed by 

Jump Britain in 2005.

Vienna, Austria, hosts  
the first Red Bull Art of 
Motion Championship.

Great Britain is the 
first country to 
officially recognize 
parkour as a sport.

2001

PARKOURPARKOUR
TIMELINETIMELINE

Parkour did not start as a sport, but as a discipline, or way of 

thinking. Interest in parkour quickly grew as people heard about  

it and saw it on television. Today, it is practiced around the world. 
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If you watch a group of people  

doing parkour, you will see that  

they are dressed in everyday, casual 

clothes. Traceurs do not need any 

special equipment. However, a few 

items help them move more freely. 

Other tools are used by traceurs to 

build the strength they need to jump 

higher and run faster.

ALL THE RIGHTALL THE RIGHT

EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT

Parkour Gear
Some of the first 

clothes made just  
for parkour came  

out in 2008.

Ideal Metal
Metal, such as steel, 

is considered to be 
the best material for 

a pull-up bar.

Pocket-Free
Many traceurs carry 

their belongings in 
a backpack while 

doing parkour 
in order to keep 

their hands and 
pockets free.
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Books
Parkour guidebooks teach 
new traceurs various tricks 
and moves. They are especially 
important for people learning 
to do parkour on their own.

Shoes
The most important parkour 
equipment is a pair of comfortable 
shoes that can grip surfaces without 
slipping. These shoes may vary 
depending on where a traceur is 
doing parkour. However, they should 
be lightweight and flexible. 

Gloves
Gloves can help to protect a 
traceur’s hands, especially when 
first starting out. However, 
many traceurs prefer to 
navigate using their bare hands. 

Pants
Comfortable pants allow 
traceurs to move more easily. 
These can be sweatpants, cargo 
pants, or whatever else the 
traceur finds easy to move in.

Pull-up Bar
A pull-up bar helps to build 
the upper-body strength 
essential for parkour.



Parkour can be done anywhere there are 

obstacles to overcome. Traceurs can parkour 

between city buildings, up walls, over rooftops,  

on playgrounds, or in nature, using rocks and trees. 

The important thing for a traceur is to use the space 

around him or her and find a way to keep moving 

through the environment.

Gymnastic centers, trampoline parks, and parkour gyms are excellent places to start learning some basic parkour moves. These areas also provide a safe environment to practice moves before trying them out on the streets. 

WHERE TO DOWHERE TO DO
PARKOURPARKOUR

Along with urban environments, 

people can practice parkour skills 

in natural settings, such as parks.

Traceurs need to be aware of local laws when practicing 

in public places. They should be careful not to trespass 

on private property while they are doing parkour. 
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Another element is execution. Athletes lose points  for bad landings and falls. The execution score means  that athletes will likely lose points by performing unsafe moves that they are not comfortable doing.
For versatility, traceurs are given points for how well  they manage different types of courses. The last element  is flow. Athletes can lose points if they stop between moves. The winning traceur is the one with the best  score at the end of the competition.

The Red Bull Art of Motion Championship and  

the North American Parkour Championship provide 

opportunities for traceurs to compete in cities around  

the world. In both competitions, athletes are watched  

by judges who score them on four main elements. 

One element is difficulty, or movements that are 

particularly hard to accomplish. Athletes earn points  

for performing moves such as somersaults and flips  

over obstacles. 

Each parkour element is scored completely separately.  

If an athlete tries difficult movements but stumbles, he 

or she will only lose points in execution, not in difficulty.

In many parkour events, each competitor starts 

with zero points for difficulty. As traceurs perform 

different movements, they are awarded points.

RULES OF THERULES OF THE

GAMEGAME
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Today, training centers teach all kinds of parkour techniques, from basic to advanced. Students first learn how to run and jump. Then, they move on to vaults and twists. Different movements have different names, such as “kong” and “cat.” Parkour students are graded on their skills before they can move up to the next level. In the most advanced levels, students work with instructors to master particular skills. Students can become certified as parkour instructors. To be certified, they must go through special training. During this training, students learn about teaching parkour safely.
In parkour’s early years, there were no special training 

centers. Instead, traceurs used the environment around 

them to develop their skills and techniques. 

When doing cat leaps, traceurs land 

with their hands on top of an object 

and the rest of their body in a hanging, 

crouching position on the object's side.

While some traceurs work with 

trainers to learn parkour, many 

others practice on their own.

TRAINING FORTRAINING FOR

PARKOURPARKOUR
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To become a pro in parkour, or any other individual 

sport, an athlete needs to be sponsored. A sponsor 

is usually a big company. It pays an athlete to do his  

or her sport. Sponsors are always looking for new 

athletes to promote.

The first step in getting sponsored and becoming a pro is for an athlete to keep practicing and improving. Then, an athlete must get noticed so that sponsors can find out about him or her. Using social media, such as Twitter or YouTube, is a great way for athletes to show what they can do.  
Athletes can also approach companies and ask if they would like to sponsor them. Even after they are sponsored, athletes still need to keep working on their skills to stay at the top of their game.

TURNINGTURNING
PROPRO

Companies that sponsor athletes do so 

because they want them to represent 

or advertise their brand or products.

Competitions are one way 

for athletes to be noticed by 

sponsors, especially if they win.
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Parkour is a sport that combines 

acrobatics with the ability to pass a wide 

range of obstacles. It is not unique, however. 

Here are some other extreme sports that  

involve athleticism  

in motion. 

Freestyle Gymnastics
Freestyle gymnastics was first  

started in England. FreeG, as  

it is also known, combines  

gymnastics with creative  

stunts and acrobatics,  

as well as kicks and  

jumps from martial  
arts. There are no  
rules, and freestyle  

gymnasts can form their  

own style using tricks and stunts.

OTHER EXTREMEOTHER EXTREME

SPORTSSPORTS

Rock Climbing
Rock climbers climb  
up and across rocks and 
rock-climbing walls, using 
ropes and harnesses.  
The aim is to get to the 
top without falling. 

Obstacle Course Racing
In this sport, participants 
race toward a finish line 
while overcoming various 
obstacles, such as mud 
pits, monkey bars, walls, 
and ropes. 

Slacklining
In slacklining, people 
walk across a narrow 
webbing between 
two points. It is similar 
to tightrope walking, 
but the line is not 
pulled tight. 
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In 2017, then-unknown 

Ukrainian Alexander 

Titarenko gained 
the highest score 
ever in the history of 

the Red Bull Art of 
Motion Championship 

on Santorini, a 
Greek island. To do 
so, he had to beat 
some of the world’s 

top-ranked freerunners.

Parkour is a new sport, but even so, there have been  

some unforgettable moments that brought parkour  

to the world’s attention. 

In 2009, more than 3,500 athletes in 35 countries took part 

in an event called "One Giant Leap." The traceurs took part in 

"jams" in cities around the world to draw attention to the need 

to fight climate change.

MOMENTSMOMENTSUNFORGETTABLEUNFORGETTABLE

In 2019, Dominic Di 

Tomasso somersaulted 

down a set of 25 stairs 

spanning 20 feet  
(6 meters) in Lyon, France. 

He fractured his foot on 

the landing, but his stunt 

made international news. 
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WORLDWORLD
PARKOUR AROUND THE PARKOUR AROUND THE Parkour was born in Lisses, France, and from there has 

grown in popularity. Today, there are parkour courses 

around the globe.
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STARSSTARS
MODERNMODERN

Birthplace 
United States 

Born
January 11, 1993

NOTES
• Won at the Red Bull Art  

of Motion Championship 

in 2019
• She also works 

doing stunts for 
movies and television

PAVEL
PETKUNS

SYDNEY 
OLSON

JESSE
LA FLAIR

JASON
PAUL

Birthplace
Ridge, New York,  
United States

Born
May 28, 1985

NOTES
• Has earned places in 

more than eight different 

competitions, including 
two first-place finishes

• He was the stunt double  
for the character 
Nightcrawler in several 
X-Men movies

Birthplace
Frankfurt, Germany

Born
March 18, 1991

NOTES
• Has won at the Red Bull Art 

of Motion Championship 

multiple times
• Travels and performs at 

famous locations around  

the world

Birthplace
Daugavpils, Latvia

Born
September 29, 1992

NOTES
• Has won the Fédération 

Internationale de 
Gymnastique (FIG) Parkour 

World Cup twice
• Won at the Red Bull Art 

of Motion Championship 

three times in a row
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Birthplace
Fécamp, France 

Born
April 29, 1973

NOTES
• Known as the  

founder of parkour
• Brought parkour to 

international fame through 

his roles in various movies

Birthplace
Liverpool, England

Born
September 22, 1984

NOTES
• Winner of the first 

Red Bull Art of Motion 
Championship in 2007

• One of the founders of  
the World Freerunning 
Parkour Federation

Birthplace 
United Kingdom

Born
1975

NOTES
• Helped found  

Parkour Generations  
in London, England

• Has written three books 
about parkour

SPORTSPORT
LEGENDS OF THELEGENDS OF THE

DAVID
BELLE

DAN
EDWARDES

RYAN
DOYLE

SÉBASTIEN
FOUCAN

Birthplace
Paris, France

Born
May 27, 1974

NOTES
• A childhood friend of 

David Belle, Foucan 
introduced parkour  
to England

• Appeared in the film 
Casino Royale
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KEY WORDSKEY WORDS

INDEXINDEX

certified: officially recognized as 
qualified or meeting certain standards

courage: bravery in the face of fear

discipline: an activity that provides 
mental or physical training

execution: the style or manner in 
which something is accomplished or 
performed; technique

flexible: able to be bent easily  
without breaking 

martial arts: forms of combat and self-
defense, such as karate and judo, that 
are widely practiced as sport

obstacle: a thing that blocks one’s way

techniques: particular or special ways 
of doing something

vaulting: jumping quickly onto or  
over something

versatility: adaptable to many different 
functions or activities
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Zinciriye Medresesi  25Answers  

1. Traceurs
2. Yamakasi
3. 2007
4. Shoes
5. Anywhere 

where there 
are obstacles 
to overcome

6. Difficulty, 
execution, 
versatility, flow

7. A sponsor
8. Freestyle 

gymnastics
9. Tianmen 

Mountain, 
China

10.  Pavel Petkuns

QUIZQUIZ
11 What are people who  

do parkour called?

22 What was the name of  

the group started by  

David Belle and his friends?

33 In what year was the first 

Red Bull Art of Motion 

Championship held?

4 4 What is the most 
important piece of 

clothing for a traceur?

5 5 Where can parkour  

be done?

6 6 What are the four  
elements that are judged  

in a parkour competition?

77 What does a traceur  
need to turn pro?

88 Which extreme sport  
is known as FreeG?

9 9 Where is the largest parkour 

course in the world?

10 10 Who has won the 
Red Bull Art of Motion 

Championship three times 

in a row?
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